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Sub: lnputs of NRPC constituents with reference to review of lndian Electricity Grid Code.

Hfr4q /sir,

NRPC Secretariat vide letter No. NRPC/Commll211lCERClz019188i6 dt.
16.08.2019 had submitted its input on the review of Electricity Grid Code.

Subsequently, a meeting was held in NRPC Secretariat on 28.08.2019 to deliberate
on the inputs of NRPC constituents on the subject matter. The compiled inputs of NRpC
constituents with reference to review of lndian Electricity Grid Code is hereby enclosed at
Annex ' for necessary action.
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Annex

Suggestion Rationale

Talwandi Sabo Power Ltd.

Additional clause - ln case of blackout
occurring for reasons beyond
generator's purview, the generator
shall be entitled to its actual
availability, for the period of blackout
till restoration of generation for all the
units which were in operation prior to
blackout.

Generators has no role in blackouts due to
transmission line failure and thus should not
be debarred from the capacity charges for the
forced shutdown of plant. DISCOMS do not
pay capacity charges for the b.lackout period
as load despatch centres do not include
declared availability for the period of blackout
in their energy accounts.

Suggested clause can put check on the
transmission / distribution companies to
minimize blackouts.

NHPC Ltd.

Amendment in clause 6.3.A.2(i) For avoiding the delay in CoD of hydro
generating units, the notice period to conduct
repeat trial run operation of Hydro units can
be modified.

6.3.A.2(ii) & 6.3.A.3(rii)

Notice period for repeat trial run may
be reduced from seven days to five
days.

Clause 6.38 Heading 'Technical
Minimum Schedule for Central
Generating Stations and lnter-State
Generating Stations' may be modified
as 'Technical Minimum Schedule for
Thermal Central Generating Stations
and lnter-State Generating Stations'

From the provision and deliberation in the
explanatory memorandum, it is implicit that
the clause is related to Thermal Generating
Stations. Thus, heading may be modified.

THDCIL

Amendment of clause 5.2(ii) - The
provision for Restricted Governing
Mode of Operation (RGMO) may be
substituted by Free Governor Mode of
Operation

Grid frequency has reasohably stabilized
around 50H2.

i

UPSLDC

Additional clause - Maximum cold
start time for thermal units may be
defined.

Thermal units arbitrarily declare their cold
start up period in the absence of any uniform
guidelines.



Suggestion

Ramp up/down rates for generating
units may be increased for better grid
management.

Additional clause - ln order to ensure
proper communication system and
availability of data telemetry,
RLDC/SLDC shall not issue shutdown
/ charging code for those elements of
ISTS lines for which data telemetry is
not available.

Technical Coordination Committee of NRpC
in its 42nd meeting decided to take systemic
improvement measure in view of poor data
telemetry availability.

Clause 6.3A(iiiXb) - The main ptant
equipment and auxiliary system may
also include FGD

MoEF&CC vide notification dt. 07j22015
introduced norms related to SOx and No"
emission, due to which FGD has become
mandatory to establish in thermal plants.


